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Abstract
Let K be a ﬁeld admitting a Galois extension L of degree n with Galois group G. Artin’s lemma on the
independence of characters implies that the algebra of K-linear endomorphisms of L is identical with the set
of L-linear combinations of the elements of G. This paper examines some consequences of this description
of endomorphisms. We provide a characterization of the rank 1 endomorphisms and describe the matrix-
theoretic trace of an endomorphism in terms of the ﬁeld-theoretic trace. We also investigate in greater detail
those endomorphisms annihilating a K-subspace in the case when G is cyclic.
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1. Introduction
LetK be a ﬁeld and letL be a Galois extension ofK of ﬁnite degree n. LetG denote the Galois
group of L over K . We may consider L to be a vector space of dimension n over K and it serves
as a model for any such n-dimensional vector space. However, the Galois nature of the extension
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enriches the vector space structure and enables us to carry out constructions, especially related
to K-linear transformations, which we could not achieve without the additional ﬁeld-theoretic
apparatus.
Let EndK(L) denote the algebra of all K-linear endomorphisms of L. EndK(L) is of course a
vector space of dimension n2 over K and we may identify it with the algebra of n × n matrices
with entries in K . Our ﬁrst main result of this paper uses Artin’s lemma on the independence of
characters to show that EndK(L) equals the set of L-linear combinations of elements of G. We
remark here that the K-linear independence of the Galois automorphisms is frequently used in
the development of basic Galois theory but the full force of the fact that these automorphisms are
actually linearly independent over L is not exploited in the same way. The main purpose of this
paper is to explore some consequences of this identiﬁcation of EndK(L) with the set of L-linear
combinations of elements of G.
2. The K-linear endomorphisms of L and Galois automorphisms
We continue to use the notation introduced above. Let
G = {σ1, . . . , σn},
where we assume that σ1 = 1 is the identity element, and let λ1, . . . , λn be elements of L. We
deﬁne a function τ : L → L by setting
τ(x) = λ1σ1(x) + · · · + λnσn(x)
for all x ∈ L, and we write correspondingly
τ = λ1σ1 + · · · + λnσn.
It is easy to see that τ is in EndK(L) and we claim that every element of EndK(L) arises in this
way for unique elements λ1, . . . , λn in L.
Theorem 1. Each element of EndK(L) is expressible in the form
λ1σ1 + · · · + λnσn
for unique elements λ1, . . . , λn in L.
Proof. Let E denote the set of all endomorphisms of L of the form above. E is clearly a K-
subspace of EndK(L) and we will show that it equals EndK(L) by exhibiting n2 elements of
E that are linearly independent over K . Let {μ1, . . . , μn} be a K-basis for L. Consider the n2
elements μiσj of E, where 1  i  n, 1  j  n. Suppose that we have a dependence relation∑
1i,jn
αijμiσj = 0,
where the αij are in K . Then we obtain
n∑
j=1
λjσj = 0,
where
λj =
n∑
i=1
αijμi.
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Artin’s lemma on the independence of characters, [3] Theorem 4.1, now implies that each λj
is 0, and since the μi are linearly independent over K , it follows that αij = 0 for all i and j .
Thus the elements μiσj are linearly independent over K and this proves that E does indeed equal
EndK(L). 
Theorem 1 can be interpreted in terms of a skew group algebra construction. See, for example,
Theorem 31.6 of [4]. Some implications of the theorem when the Galois group G is cyclic are
derived in [2].
3. Endomorphisms of rank 1 and trace functions
LetU be aK-subspace ofL. The subset of all elements τ of EndK(L) that satisfy τ(U) = 0 is a
subspace ofEndK(L) and it is easy to prove that it has dimensionn(n − dimK U). Endomorphisms
in this subspace have rank at most n − dimK U .
We recall that a K-hyperplane in L is a K-subspace of dimension n − 1. We provide a proof
now of a well-known fact concerning K-hyperplanes. (Note that the argument below applies to
arbitrary extensions of K of ﬁnite degree, not just Galois extensions.)
Lemma 1. Let H be a K-hyperplane in L. Then every K-hyperplane in L has the form a−1H
for some non-zero a ∈ L.
Proof. Let L∗ denote the dual space of L, that is, the vector space of K-linear mappings of L into
K . It is easy to see that each K-hyperplane arises as the kernel of a non-zero element of L∗, and
thus there exists some g ∈ L∗ such that H = ker g. Now given a ∈ L, we can deﬁne ga ∈ L∗ by
ga(x) = g(ax),
for all x ∈ L. Then (provided a /= 0)
ker ga = a−1 ker g = a−1H.
We easily check that the function from L to L∗ sending a to ga is a monomorphism of K-vector
spaces, and hence an isomorphism, since
dimK L = dimK L∗ = n.
Since, as we observed above, each K-hyperplane is the kernel of a non-zero element of L∗, the
result follows. 
The standard example of a K-hyperplane in L is the trace zero hyperplane H0, which is the
kernel of the trace form Tr = TrLK ∈ L∗ deﬁned by
Tr(x) =
n∑
i=1
σi(x).
If we consider the element
π = σ1 + · · · + σn
in EndK(L), it is clear that H0 = ker π . (Note that we are using the two notations Tr and π for
the trace function. We use π when we think of the trace function as an element of EndK(L).)
Suppose now that H is some other K-hyperplane in L. We know from Lemma 1 that H =
a−1H0 for some a ∈ L.
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Lemma 2. Suppose that H is the K-hyperplane a−1H0. Then the element πa deﬁned by
πa = σ1(a)σ1 + · · · + σn(a)σn
in EndK(L) annihilates H .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the facts that π annihilates H0 and the σi are auto-
morphisms of L. 
We observe here that any endomorphism which annihilates H is an L-multiple of πa , since
the set of all such multiples of πa is an n-dimensional K-subspace of EndK(L) and the subspace
of all endomorphisms annihilating H is also n-dimensional.
We have therefore obtained the following characterization of elements of rank 1 in EndK(L).
Theorem 2. The elements of rank 1 in EndK(L) are precisely those of the form
λπa = λσ1(a)σ1 + · · · + λσn(a)σn,
where λ and a are non-zero elements of L.
The product of two endomorphisms of rank 1 clearly is either 0 or else has rank 1. We can
obtain a formula for such a product using the representation of rank 1 endomorphisms given in
Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let λ, μ, a and b be non-zero elements of L and let λπa , μπb be corresponding
elements of rank 1 in EndK(L). Then we have
(λπa)(μπb) = λTr(aμ)πb.
Hence the product is 0 if and only if Tr(aμ) = 0, and μπb is an idempotent when Tr(bμ) = 1.
Proof. By definition,
(λπa)(μπb) =
(∑
σ∈G
λσ(a)σ
)(∑
τ∈G
μτ(b)τ
)
=
∑
σ,τ∈G
λσ(a)σ (μ)στ(b)στ.
Fixing an element ρ in G, we see that the coefﬁcient of ρ in the product above is∑
σ∈G
λσ(a)σ (μ)ρ(b) = λTr(aμ)ρ(b).
It follows that
(λπa)(μπb) = λTr(aμ)πb.
The other statements relating to the trace are clear from this formula. 
Given an element τ of EndK(L), let tr(τ ) denote the usual (matrix-theoretic) trace of τ . When
τ has rank 1, it is straightforward to see that
τ 2 = tr(τ )τ.
Thus taking λπa = μπb in Theorem 3, we obtain the following result on the trace of any endo-
morphisms of rank 1.
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Corollary 1. Let λ and a be non-zero elements of L and let λπa be the corresponding element of
rank 1 in EndK(L). Then we have
tr(λπa) = Tr(λa).
Corollary 1 establishes a relationship between the matrix-theoretic trace and the ﬁeld-theoretic
trace. We proceed to give complete information on this topic by showing that any endomorphism
can be expressed as an L-linear combination of rank 1 elements of the form πa . We require the
following well-known result, for which we supply a proof.
Lemma 3. Let x1, . . . , xn be a K-basis for L. Then the n × n matrix B whose i, j entry is σj (xi)
is invertible.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that B is not invertible. Then L contains scalars λ1, . . . ,
λn, not all 0, such that
λ1σ1(xi) + · · · + λnσn(xi) = 0
for 1  i  n. Let x be any element of L. We can write
x = μ1x1 + · · · + μnxn
for unique elements μ1, . . . , μn in K . Now multiplying the equation above by μi , and summing
the n equations thus derived, we deduce that
λ1σ1(x) + · · · + λnσn(x) = 0.
Since x is arbitrary, this contradicts the independence of the σi over L. It follows that B is indeed
invertible. 
Given a K-basis x1, . . . , xn for L, we set
πi = σ1(xi)σ1 + · · · + σn(xi)σn
for 1  i  n. We show next that every element of EndK(L) is an L-linear sum of the n elements
πi .
Lemma 4. Let x1, . . . , xn be a K-basis for L and let πi be the elements of EndK(L) deﬁned
above. Let τ be any element of EndK(L). Then there exist unique elements μ1, . . . , μn in L with
τ = μ1π1 + · · · + μnπn.
Proof. Write
τ = λ1σ1 + · · · + λnσn,
where the λi ∈ L. Then, using the definition of the πi , we have to ﬁnd elements μi so that
λi = μ1σi(x1) + · · · + μnσi(xn)
for 1  i  n. This is a system of linear equations whose coefﬁcient matrix is the transpose of
the matrix B deﬁned in Lemma 3. Since B is invertible, the system has a unique solution, as
required. 
We may interpret Lemma 4 as follows. The set of all L-multiples of the endomorphism πi is a
subspace ofEndK(L)of dimensionn, all ofwhose non-zero elements have rank 1. Thenwe see that
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EndK(L) is a direct sum of n of these n-dimensional subspaces consisting of rank 1 elements. Of
course, such decompositions exist for the algebra of endomorphisms of an n-dimensional vector
space over an arbitrary ﬁeld.
We can now determine the trace of any endomorphism.
Theorem 4. Let
τ = λ1σ1 + · · · + λnσn,
where σ1 = 1, be any element of EndK(L). Then we have
tr(τ ) = Tr(λ1).
Proof. By Lemma 4, we may write
τ = μ1π1 + · · · + μnπn.
for unique elements μ1, . . . , μn in L. Then we have
tr(τ ) =
n∑
i=1
tr(μiπi).
Lemma 1 implies that tr(μiπi) = Tr(μixi) and we deduce from the linearity of Tr that
tr(τ ) = Tr
(
n∑
i=1
μixi
)
.
However, if we compare the coefﬁcient of σ1 in τ and in μ1π1 + · · · + μnπn, we see that
λ1 = μ1x1 + · · · + μnxn
and the formula for tr(τ ) follows. 
4. Determinants associated to hyperplanes
We turn to a more detailed study of the matrix B of Lemma 3, and of a related n − 1 × n − 1
matrix. Lemma 3 implies that det B /= 0. It must be well-known that det B is either an element
of K or else lies in a quadratic extension of K . As we wish to generalize this fact, we provide a
proof.
Let σ be any element of G and let σ(B) be the matrix obtained from B by applying σ to its
entries. As G is a group, it is clear that the columns of σ(B) are obtained by permuting those
of B according to the regular permutation action of σ on G by left multiplication. Thus if (σ )
denotes the sign of σ acting on G by left multiplication, we have
σ(det B) = det σ(B) = (σ ) det B.
(If K has characteristic 2, the sign function is trivial.)
We need to recall when the sign function  of the regular permutation representation of G is
non-trivial. This occurs precisely when K has characteristic different from 2, G has even order
and its Sylow 2-subgroups are cyclic. Suppose then that K has characteristic different from 2,
G has even order and a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. Elementary theory shows that G has a normal
2-complement and hence a unique subgroup of index 2. In this case,L contains a unique extension
of K of degree 2, K(α), say, where α2 ∈ K . We can therefore state the following result.
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Theorem 5. Let L be a Galois extension of K of degree n with Galois group G = {σ1, . . . , σn}.
Let x1, . . . , xn be aK-basis ofL. Then the n × nmatrixB whose i, j entry is σj (xi), 1  i, j  n,
is invertible. Furthermore,
det B ∈ K
if K has characteristic 2 or if the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is not cyclic. If K has characteristic
different from 2 and G has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup,
det B = μα,
where μ ∈ K , α2 ∈ K and K(α) is the unique quadratic extension of K contained in L.
We wish to obtain an analogue of Theorem 5 using an n − 1 × n − 1 matrix formed from a
basis of the trace zero hyperplane H0.
Let b2, . . . , bn be a K-basis of H0. We may extend this basis of H0 to a basis of L by adjoining
any element b1, say, outside H0. Let E be the n × n matrix whose i, j entry is σj (bi). Given any
element x of L, let E(x) be the n × n matrix obtained by replacing the ﬁrst row of E by the row
σ1(x), . . . , σn(x). (Thus E(b1) is the original E.)
We now deﬁne an element θ of EndK(L) by setting
θ(x) = det E(x).
We note that θ(b1) = det E /= 0, by Lemma 3, so that θ /= 0. On the other hand, if x is in H0, it
is a K-linear combination of b2, . . . , bn and hence elementary properties of determinants imply
that det E(x) = 0. It follows that θ vanishes on H0 and is therefore an L-multiple of π .
Expanding det E(x) along its ﬁrst row, we obtain
θ = det E1 σ1 − det E2 σ2 + · · · + (−1)n−1 det En σn,
where Ei is the n − 1 × n − 1 matrix obtained by omitting the ﬁrst row and ith column of E.
By the earlier argument, for each element σ of G, we have
σ(det E(x)) = det σ(E(x)) = (σ ) det E(x),
where  is the sign function of the regular representation of G.
Recalling that we have chosen σ1 to be the identity of G, it is straightforward to see that for
1  i  n, σi(E1) is obtained by a permutation of the columns of Ei . Thus we have
σi(det E1) = det σi(E1) = i det Ei,
where i = ±1. We observe that this implies that detE1 /= 0, since otherwise det Ei = 0 for all
i and hence θ = 0, a contradiction.
Lemma 5. With the notation above, we have
i = (−1)i−1(σi).
Proof. For any integer i with 1  i  n, and any x ∈ L, we have
σi(det E(x)) = det(σi(E(x))) = (σi) det E(x).
We equally well have
σi(det E(x)) = σi(det E1)σiσ1(x) + · · · + (−1)n−1σi(det En) σiσn(x).
Since the Galois automorphisms are independent over L, comparison of the coefﬁcient of σi in
these two expressions for σi(det E(x)) shows that
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(σi)(−1)i−1 det Ei = σi(det E1) = i det Ei.
The result follows, since det Ei /= 0. 
Lemma 5 implies that
θ = (σ1)σ1(det E1)σ1 + · · · + (σn)σn(det E1)σn.
Next, we relate π and θ .
Corollary 2. With the notation previously introduced, we have
(det E1)π = θ
and hence
det E1 = (σi)σi(det E1)
for 1  i  n.
Proof. As we observed, π and θ are L-multiples of each other. It is easy to check that (det E1)π
and θ have the same coefﬁcient of σ1 = 1, and therefore they must be equal. 
We obtain the following analogue of Theorem 5.
Theorem 6. Let L be a Galois extension of K of degree n with Galois group G = {σ1, . . . , σn},
whereσ1 = 1. LetH0 be the trace zeroK-hyperplane inL. Let b2, . . . , bn be aK-basis ofH0. Then
the n − 1 × n − 1 matrix E1 whose i, j entry is σj (bi), 2  i, j  n, is invertible. Furthermore,
det E1 ∈ K
if K has characteristic 2 or if the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is not cyclic. If K has characteristic
different from 2 and G has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup,
det E1 = κα,
where κ ∈ K , α2 ∈ K and K(α) is the unique quadratic extension of K contained in L.
We note that, while we formed E1 by omitting the speciﬁc automorphism σ1 = 1, we would
obtain the same result for any analogue of E1 formed by omitting exactly one automorphism
in G.
We conclude this section by observing that a version of Theorem 6 holds for any hyperplane.
Let H be a K-hyperplane in L. We know from Lemma 1 that H = a−1H0 for some non-zero
a ∈ L. Thus if b2, . . . , bn is a K-basis of H0,
c2 = a−1b2, . . . , cn = a−1bn
is a K-basis of H . Let C1 be the n − 1 × n − 1 matrix whose i, j entry is σj (ci), 2  i, j  n.
It is straightforward to see that
det C1 = σ2(a−1) · · · σn(a−1) det E1.
But since σ1(a−1) = a−1 and
σ1(a
−1)σ2(a−1) · · · σn(a−1) ∈ K,
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we see that
det C1 = aλ det E1
for some non-zero λ ∈ K . We therefore have the following result.
Theorem 7. Let L be a Galois extension of K of degree n with Galois group G = {σ1, . . . , σn},
where σ1 = 1. Let H0 be the trace zero K-hyperplane in L and let H be any other K-hyperplane
in L. Let c2, . . . , cn be a K-basis of H0. Then the n − 1 × n − 1 matrix C1 whose i, j entry is
σj (ci), 2  i, j  n, is invertible. Furthermore,
H = (det C1)−1(H0)
if K has characteristic 2 or if the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is not cyclic. If K has characteristic
different from 2 and G has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup,
H = α(det C1)−1(H0),
where κ ∈ K , α2 ∈ K and K(α) is the unique quadratic extension of K contained in L.
5. Cyclic extensions and annihilating elements
We now concentrate on the case that G is a cyclic group (in which case we say that L is a
cyclic extension of K).
Let σ be a generator of G. Changing notation slightly, Theorem 1 implies that each element
of EndK(L) is expressible in the form
μn−1σn−1 + · · · + μ1σ + μ0I
for unique μ0, . . . , μn−1 in L. We may thus think of the elements of EndK(L) as polynomials in
σ with entries in L.
We proved the following independence criterion for elements of L in [1], Theorem 4.
Theorem 8. Let L be a cyclic Galois extension of K of degree n and suppose that σ generates
the Galois group of L over K . Let k be an integer satisfying 1  k  n and let
b1, . . . , bk
be elements of L.
Then these elements are linearly dependent over K if and and only if
det S = 0,
where S is the k × k matrix S whose i, j entry is σ j−1(bi), 1  i, j  k.
(Note that we are expressing the result using the transpose of the matrix described in [1].)
As a consequence of this result, we obtained the following theorem concerning endomorphisms
which annihilate a given subspace.
Theorem 9. Let L be a cyclic Galois extension of K of degree n and suppose that σ generates
the Galois group of L over K . Let k be an integer satisfying 1  k  n and let U be a subspace
of L of dimension k. Then there exists a unique monic polynomial w, say, of degree k in L[t] such
that
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U = {x ∈ L : w(σ)x = 0}.
Using some of the ideas developed in Section 3, we now show that the polynomial w above
can be expressed (in principle) using determinants. Let U be a subspace of L of dimension k
and let b1, . . . , bk be a K-basis of U . Let x be an arbitrary element of L and let D(x) be the
k + 1 × k + 1 matrix whose ﬁrst row has entries
σj−1(x), 1  j  k + 1
and whose ith row has entries
σj−1(bi−1), 2  i  k + 1, 1  j  k + 1.
We deﬁne an element φ of EndK(L) by setting
φ(x) = det D(x).
The arguments of Section 2 imply that φ vanishes on U . Expanding det D(x) along its ﬁrst row,
we obtain
φ = det D1 − det D2 σ + · · · + (−1)k det Dk+1 σk,
where Di is the k × k matrix obtained by omitting the ﬁrst row and ith column of D(x). Note that
det Dk+1 /= 0 by Theorem 8. We therefore obtain the following description of the polynomial in
Theorem 9.
Theorem 10. The polynomial w described in Theorem 9 is
tk − det(DkD−1k+1)tk−1 + · · · + (−1)k det(D1D−1k+1),
where the k × k matrices Di are deﬁned above. Moreover, since D1 = σ(Dk+1), the constant
term has the form (−1)kaσ (a)−1, for some element a of L.
We have seen that the elements of EndK(L) may be expressed as polynomials in σ , with the
relation σn = 1 holding. To avoid possible confusion with ordinary polynomial multiplication,
we shall let f (σ) ∗ g(σ ) denote the product in EndK(L) of two such polynomial expressions. We
have the basic rule
(λσ i) ∗ (μσ j ) = λσ i(μ)σ i+j
whenever λ and μ are elements of L.
Let f (t) and g(t) be polynomials in L[t] of degree r and s, respectively. Since the elements
σ 0 = 1, σ, . . . , σ n−1 are linearly independent over L, it follows that
f (σ) ∗ g(σ ) /= 0
provided that r + s < n.
Deﬁnition 1. Let U be a K-subspace of L. We denote the monic polynomial of degree dimU in
Theorem 9 by mU(t).
Lemma 6. Let U be a proper K-subspace of L. Each element of EndK(L) which annihilates U
may be uniquely expressed in the form
f (σ) ∗ mU(σ),
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where f (t) ∈ L[t] has degree at most n − dimU − 1.
Proof. Let k = dimU . We have observed that the subspace of EndK(L) which annihilates U has
dimension n(n − k). Let f (t), g(t) be any two different polynomials in L[t] of degree at most
n − k − 1. It is clear that both f (σ) ∗ mU(σ) and g(σ ) ∗ mU(σ) annihilate U . Moreover,
f (σ) ∗ mU(σ) /= g(σ ) ∗ mU(σ),
since (f (σ ) − g(σ )) ∗ mU(σ) /= 0.
The set of all elements of EndK(L) of the form f (σ) ∗ mU(σ), where deg f (t)  n − k − 1, is
thus a K-vector space of dimension n(n − k) and hence coincides with the subspace of EndK(L)
which annihilates U , as required. 
Continuing with the notation above, let W be a subspace of U of dimension k − 1. Certainly,
mU(σ) annihilates W and hence
mU(σ) = f (σ) ∗ mW(σ),
for some monic polynomial f (t) ∈ L[t], by Lemma 6. A comparison of degrees shows that f (t)
is linear and thus has the form t − a for some a ∈ L. We will now demonstrate how a may be
calculated.
Theorem 11. Let U be a proper K-subspace of L of dimension k and let W be a subspace of U
of codimension 1. Let b1, . . . , bk−1 be a K-basis of W and let bk be any element of U not in W .
Let D1 and Dk+1 be the k × k matrices formed using the basis b1, . . . , bk of U , as described in
Theorem 10, and let C1, Ck be the corresponding k − 1 × k − 1 matrices formed by using the
basis b1, . . . , bk−1 of W . Then we have the factorization
mU(σ) = (σ − a) ∗ mW(σ),
where
a = det(D1D−1k+1) det(C−11 Ck).
Proof. This follows from using the explicit forms of the constant terms in the polynomials mU(t)
and mW(t) in Theorem 10. 
Our ﬁnal result, expressing mU(σ) as a product of k terms of the form σ − a, follows by
induction.
Corollary 3. Let U be a proper K-subspace of L of dimension k. Then there is a factorization
mU(σ) = (σ − a1) ∗ · · · ∗ (σ − ak)
in EndK(L), where each element ai has the form biσ (bi)−1 for suitable bi ∈ L.
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